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ABSTRACT 
We show that every finite incomplete Steiner triple system (totally sym- 
metric loop) can be embedded in a finite complete triple system (totally sym- 
metric loop). 
1. INTRODUCTION. The object of this paper is to prove that any 
finite incomplete Steiner triple system can be embedded in a finite com- 
plete system, or, equivalently, that any finite incomplete totally symmetric 
loop can be embedded in a finite complete totally symmetric loop. This 
problem arose from an examination of the properties of totally symmetric 
loops. 
2. A totally symmetric (TS) loop is a set S (including the symbol e) 
together with a binary operation * satisfying 
(i) x . y = y . x for all x, y in S, 
(ii) e . x = x for all x in S, 
(iii) x * x = e for all x in S, 
(iv) x(x * JJ) = y for all x, y in S. 
A finite TS loop is most easily constructed from a corresponding 
Steiner triple system (see Section 3). Infinite TS loops can be constructed 
by the following method (see Evans [l]). Let S = {e, a, b,...} be a set (finite 
or infinite) of elements. Construct the set of TS loop words on S by defining 
w  to be a word (i) if w  is in S, or (ii) if w  = u * 21 where u and o are words. 
*This paper is part of the author’s dissertation for a doctoral degree at Emory 
University under the direction of Trevor Evans. 
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Then let words MT and $1” be equivalent if n’ can be transformed into w’ 
by a finite number of applications of the TS loop axioms. 
Let the equivalence classes [n’] be the elements of a new system, where 
multiplication is defined by [u] . [u] = [U . zi]. This new algebra satisfies 
the TS loop axioms, and is called the TS loop generated by S. 
An incomplete TS loop is a set L of elements (including the symbol e) 
and a binary operation such that for all x, y, z in L: 
(i) xy is assigned a single value or else is undefined, 
(ii) if xy = z then yz = x and zx = y, 
(iii) xe = x, 
(iv) if XJJ = z then yx = z. 
3. A Steiner triple system {S, T> is a set S of elements and a set T 
of triples of elements of S with the property that if x, y are distinct elements 
of S then there is exactly one triple, (x, y, z), in T containing x and y 
together. Steiner triple systems are a special case of b - D - r - k - h 
configurations. Finite systems exist only on sets of 6n + 1 or 6n + 3 
elements, n > 0.l An incomplete Steiner triple system is a set of elements S 
and a set T of triples from S such that if x, y are distinct element of S 
then x and y are in at most one triple of T. 
We say that a Steiner triple system {S, T} is a completion of the (either 
incomplete or complete) system {U, V} if there is a subsystem of {S, T} 
isomorphic to {U, V}. This relationship is also often described by saying 
that {U, V} is embedded in {S, T) or that {S, T} is an extension of (U, V}. 
4. Steiner triple systems and t&ally symmetric (TS) loops are, 
structurally, essentially the same. Given a Steiner triple system (S, T} we 
can form a unique TS loop L by adding an element e to the set S, then 
defining products on S u {e} by 
(i) e . x = x . e = x for all x in S U {e}, 
(ii) x . x = e for all x in S, 
(iii) x . y = z whenever (x, y, z) E T. 
Then S u {e} together with the multiplication defined on this set satisfies 
the TS loop axioms. Hence finite TS loops exist only on sets of 6n + 2 or 
6n + 4 elements, n > 0. The reverse procedure gives a Steiner triple 
system from a TS loop. 
Also, using the above procedure, we can obtain from an incomplete 
1 For general properties of Steiner triple systems, see Ryser [5] and Hall [4] and the 
bibliographies in these books. 
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Steiner triple system an algebraic system which satisfies the properties 
of an incomplete TS loop; a reversal of this procedure gives us an incom- 
plete Steiner triple system from an incomplete TS loop. 
Hence the original problem of embedding a finite incomplete TS loop 
in a finite complete TS loop translates to the same problem for Steiner 
triple systems. We proceed to describe a solution to this problem. 
5. The following construction will be used several times in the 
main theorems. Note that, if the original system is of order n, the extension 
described is of order 2n + 1. 
LEMMA 1. Suppose we are given a Steiner triple system2 {S, T} where 
S = (1, 2 ,..., n}. Let S’ = S u (t& , t1 ,..., t,}. DeJne a set T’ of triples 
on the nel\’ set S’ by 
(i) T C T’, 
(ii) (ti , tj , k) E T’ whenever (i, j, k) E T, 
(iii) (t, , tj , j) E T’ for aZZ j E S. 
Then (S’, T’) is a Steiner triple system. Identifv t, with the symbol x (not 
in S’). We will call (S’, T’) the direct product of {S, T} with the element x.~ 
Proof. It may be verified directly from the definition that {s’, rl} is a 
Steiner triple system. The proof given below, using loop theory, indicates 
why the construction is named as it is. 
Let L be the TS loop corresponding to {S, T}, where the identity of L 
is denoted by e. Take the direct product of L with the two element TS 
loop (e*, s> to get a TS loop L’. Then L’ will have {S’, T’) as its corre- 
sponding Steiner triple system if the ordered pair (i, e*) in L’ is identified 
with i for each i E S, and if (j, x) is identified with tj for j = e, 1,2 ,..., n. 
EXAMPLE. If{& T} is the triple (1,2, 3) on the set {1,2, 3) then {S’, T’} 
has elements s’ = { 1, 2, 3, x = t, , tl , t, , t3) and triples (1, 2, 3), 
(tl , f2 , 3), (1, t2 , tJ, (tl , 2, f3), 0, , 1, t& , 2, t2> and 0, , 3, f&. This is 
the unique Steiner triple system of order 7. 
LEMMA 2. Suppose a Steiner triple system (S, T) contains the subsystem 
T, = {(i, j, k), (ti , .i, t3, (ti , tj , W, (4 tj , fd, (te , i, tJ, (t, J, tJ(t, , k t3>, 
2 We will always mean a complete system unless otherwise indicated. 
3 This lemma is a special case of Moore’s construction for Steiner triples; see Hall [4]. 
Bruck [6] discusses this result using the theory of TS loops. 
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which is a complete set of triples on the set {i, j, k, t, , ti , ti , tk}. rf this 
subsystem is replaced in (S, T} by triples 
TZ = {(LA &A (ti , j, tie>, (6 , tj , t,>, (t, tj , tk), (k i, tJ, (k, j, td, (t, , k, &I->> 
on the same set, the new system, {S, T’} is a Steiner triple system. 
Proof. The set S remains unchanged, And T’ = (T - TJ v T, . 
Since Tl and T, are isomorphic complete systems on the same set it is 
easy to check that (S, T’) is a complete system. Note that (S, 37’) is not 
necessarily isomorphic to (S, T}. 
6. THEOREM 1. If there is some finite completion of the finite 
incomplete Steiner system {S, T) and fpairs x1 & y1 ,..., x, & y,, are given 
were all are distinct elements of S and no pair is in a triple of T, then there 
is a finite completion (S, T*} which contains triples 
(Xl , Yl 3 &.-, (&t , Yn 2 hL> 
where none of z1 ,..., z, is in S and all zi are distinct. 
Proof. By induction on the number, n, of pairs. 
Suppose n = 1. Let {S, T} be an incomplete system which can be com- 
pleted. Let x, y be any two elements of S which are not in a triple of T. 
Let {S’, T’} be a completion of {S, T}, and suppose (x, y, m) is the triple 
containing x & y in T’. If m E 5” - S we are done. So suppose 1~ ES. 
Let z be a symbol not in S’. Take the direct product of {S’, rl} by the 
element z to obtain a new Steiner system{& T}. In {S, T] replace the triples 
6, Y, ml, (tz! 5 Y9 GA 0, , I, , m>, 6, t, 7 cn), 
k Y, t3, (z, x, t,), (2, w  tm) 
by the triples obtained from interchanging m and z. By Lemma 2 the new 
system {S*, T*) is a Steiner triple system. And {S*, T*} is a completion 
of {S, T}, for S _C s’ C S* and T C T’ - ((x, y, m)} _C T*. Also, the final 
completion contains (x, y, z), and z & S. 
Now suppose the statement is true for n - 1. Let {S, T} be an incomplete 
system which can be completed and let x1 & y1 ,.. ., x, & yn be n given 
pairs. By induction we can complete the system to {S’, T’} so that the first 
n - 1 pairs occur as triples (x1 , y1 , ZJ ,..., (xneI , yn-l , z,-~) in T 
where none of z1 ,..., z,-~ is in S and all zi are distinct. Let (x, , yn , k) 
be the triple in (9, T’) containing the pair x, & y, . Let z, be a symbol 
not in S’. Take the direct product of {S’, T’} by the symbol z, . Then in 
the extension replace the triples 
6, , in 3 0 (cc, 7 Yn 3 GA (tr, , ft,# 9 k), (xm 3 tvn 3 td 
k , Y, 3 fy,), (G > x, , t,,), (G 9 k t3 
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by the triples obtained by interchanging k and z, in the above triples. 
By Lemma 2 the new system, {S*, T*} is a complete Steiner triple system. 
And it is a completion of (S, T). Also, z, $ S; and z, is distinct from the 
other zi since z, is not in s’ but the other zi are. 
Hence by induction the theorem is true. 
THEOREM 2. Any finite incomplete Steiner triple system is contained in 
a “finite” Steiner triple system. 
Proof. We know that any incomplete Steiner triple system{S, T} where 
S has three elements can be completed in a system with three elements. 
And if S has four elements, {S, T} can always be completed in a system 
with seven elements. 
Now suppose that any incomplete system where S has less than k 
elements can be completed. Let {S, T} be an incomplete system on k 
elements. Let p be the smallest integer such that some element, x, of S 
occurs in exactly p triples of T. Clearly p is a non-negative integer. 
Let x be some element of S which is in exactly p triples of T. So all 
other elements of S are in p or more triples. Let (x, y1 , z~),.,., (x, ys , z,) 
be the p triples containing x. The incomplete system 
-3 - {XL T - K-G ~1, zdx tx, YP 3 4H 
can be completed by the induction hypothesis. Hence, by Lemma 2, it can 
be completed so that the pairs y1 & z1 ,..., ys &z, occur in triples 
(4 , y1 , zA..., Cm, , y 2, , z,) such that the mi are distinct and are not in 
S - {xl. Let {S, TI] be such a completion. Then take the direct product of 
(S, TI} with the symbol x and call the resulting system (S*, T*). Let Ki 
represent the seven-element subsystem of {S*, T*} generated by the 
elements x, yi , and zi . The subsystems Ki , i = I,...,p, intersect only in 
the element x. For each i = 1 ,..., p replace the triples of K4 by those 
obtained from interchanging x and mi ; we obtain an isomorphic triple 
system which we call Kit . In replacing K, by Kg’ no triple is changed in a 
Kj system forj # i. Hence all original triples of T* are preserved and the 
triples of T which involve x are added. Thus the result contains T. And 
the final set contains S, so the final system is a completion of (S, T}. 
Thus any incomplete system {S, T} where S has k elements can be com- 
pleted, assuming that smaller systems can be completed. So, by induction, 
the original theorem is true for any size set S, and hence for all finite 
incomplete systems {S, T}. 
7. An estimate of the size of the complete system, as constructed 
in Theorem 2, in terms of the size of the incomplete system can be given. 
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Let {S, T) be an incomplete system. Let m be the number of elements in 
S, and let n represent the smallest integer such that some element occurs 
in exactly n triples of T. Then m and n give use some idea of the “size” 
of {S, T>. Theorem 2 guarantees that a completion {s’, T’} of {S, T) can be 
found such that s’ contains at most A,,,, elements, where A,,, = 3, 
A 4,n = 4, A,,, = 15, A,,, = 31, and, in general, A,+l,o = 2(Am,J + 1 
and A m+l,n+l = X4 m+l,n) + 1. Here R = (m - 1)/2 if m is odd, and 
R = (m - 2)/2 if m is even. Note that, if m is odd, n ranges from 0 to 
(m - 1)/2 = R and, if nz is even, II ranges from 0 to (nr - 2) = R. 
In the second case it is possible for n to equal m/2 but then {S, T) would 
already be a complete system. 
A simpler but larger upper bound for A,,, is 22nk. 
8. It is not difficult to show that an incomplete TS loop can always 
beembeddedinaninj%teTSloop. Wemakeuseofthefactthat Evans’normal 
form theorems [l] are true for TS loops. Then given an incomplete TS 
loop L we let each element of L be considered as a generator, and each 
product in L considered as a relation on that set of generators. From the 
definition of an incomplete TS loop it is immediate that the relations are 
in closed form, so the normal form theorem guarantees that no two 
generators are equivalent in the new TS loop L’ generated by L with the 
given relations. Hence L is embedded in L’. 
9. Finally, we wish to show some implications of the main 
theorem for loop theory. By translating Theorem 2 into a statement 
about loops, we obtain the fact that any finite incomplete TS loop can be 
embedded in a finite complete TS loop. It also follows from the main 
theorem that any finitely presented TS loop (or quasigroup) is residually 
finite. Furthermore, any identity satisfied by all finite TS loops (or quasi- 
groups) is satisfied by all TS loops (or quasigroups). The last two results 
can be deduced from theorems proved by Evans [2]. We can also conclude 
that finitely presented TS loops (or quasigroups) are Hopfian, i.e., cannot 
be isomorphic to proper homomorphic images [3]. 
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